
  

CSCI 252: Neural Networks and 
Graphical Models
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Architecture #6a: 
Tensor Products



Limitatons of LSA
• LSA and other bag of words techniques are great at 

revealing hidden (latent) associatons among words.

• But a bag of words is not a sentence: Dogs chase cats 

does not mean the same thing as Cats chase dogs.

•More generally, we would like an architecture that 

supports data structures (e.g., binary trees, parse trees) 

while also giving us the advantages of vectors: graceful 

degradaton, content addressability, etc.



Language Isn’t (Just) 
Association: 

Jackendoff’s Four Challenges 
for Cognitive Neuroscience



Challenge I:  The Binding Problem
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Solution? Local (“Grandmother Cell”) 
Representations



Local Representations



Challenge II: 
The “Problem of Two”

?



Challenge III: 
The Problem of Variables

(Challenge IV: Working Memory vs. Long-Term Memory)

ignores(X, Y) 

X won’t give Y the time of day.



Tensor Products (Smolensky 1990)
• Tensor: a generalizaton of the scalar → vector → matrix 

concept: what we CS people would call an array.

• Smolenksy proposed tensor product (outer product) as a 

soluton to the binding problem.  Because the outer 

product of two vectors pairs every item from each vector 

with every other, informaton is preserved in a way that 

is not with simple vector additon.

 



Binding



Binding



Binding



Bundling
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Bundling



Unbinding (query)



Unbinding



Unbinding is Noisy

How can we do beter?





Does anyone see a problem with this?



Does anyone see a problem with this?
• Binding two n-element vectors gives us a matrix of n2 elements.

• Binding this matrix with another  vector gives us a                        

cube of n3 elements. 

• Binding the cube with another vector gives us                                   

a hypercube  of n4 elements.

•  Etc.

• Next tme we will see how to tame this curse of dimensionality.
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